Developing Mobile Learning Media Integrated of Problem Based Learning in Chemical Equilibrium Materials at Unimed Chemical Education Study Program
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Abstract— This study aimed to understand level of feasibility of learning media mobile learning for special topic of chemical equilibrium; and to know the differences of the improvement learning outcomes of students is problem based learning in learning chemical equilibrium studied by using media of Mobile Learning developed with power-point. It used R & D method (Development Research) with model ADDIE. Sample selection using purposive sampling technique. The population in this study were college student S-1 of semester II of chemistry education study program taking elementary chemistry courses even semester 2018/2019 at State University of Medan. The sample in this research are two classes in the basic course chemistry of FMIP UNIME department semester 2 which have 25 students for each class. The research instruments are motivation questionnaire and objective test. Data were analyzed using descriptive method and statistical analysis with independent sample t-test. The result showed that: (1) the developed learning media of Mobile Learning was categorized with feasible to used but still needs to be revised and developed, (2) there was the difference improvement learning outcomes of students (N-gain of students) for special topic of chemical equilibrium that learned using media of Mobile Learning which had been developed in experimental class I was found higher than that in experimental class II with power-point learning (74% > 63%).
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of information, communication and technologies from year to year has increased and provided a lifestyle change and human viewpoints from various aspects, both aspects of politics, business, health and education. The presence of technology in educational field gives enormous benefit in enhancing the quality of education. Technology can be used as one of sources and learning media which is effective and capable of changing a conventional learning into a modern one so that the learning process is no longer centered on the educator (Teacher-Centered), but it is subjected to the learners (student-centered) [1].

The rapid development of science and technology has a major influence in improving the quality of teachers in Indonesia. Efforts to improve the quality of teachers can be done with innovations in learning such as the development of learning methods, provision of teaching materials, procurement of laboratory equipments, improvement of teacher quality and development of learning media [2]. Learning media which have been applied in learning is expected to streamline the learning process, to achieve the learning objectives in order to improve students learning achievement, as well as to motivate them towards the subject matter [3].

The development of learning media, both used for formal and informal learning, is undertaken based on the main reference, the current applicable curriculum. In addition the ease of use, interesting features, and the usefulness should also be noticed. This corresponds to what is conveyed by the Mulyanta [4] in that the criterion of a good learning media ideally has 4 main factors, namely: the relevance, simplicity, interesting features, and also benefit.

Learning media has now become a necessity in the learning process. The use of instructional media can overcome common obstacles that often occur in the learning process, such as limited hours in class, boredom in the learning process, and the complexity of delivering abstract material [5]. The existing chemistry learning process needs to be improved and designed in such a way with learning conditions that have attraction and fun so that students are more excited, passionate, motivated to learn chemistry. If students have felt their interest in chemistry, then one day they can improve the quality of logical, critical, analytical and cognitive thinking [6].

One important material taught in chemistry learning is Chemical Equilibrium. Chemical Equilibrium material is quite difficult to understand because it involves reasoning so that to understand this is certainly not enough just by reading books, students must practice more to improve understanding. The provision of interactive learning media in the form of mobile learning can help students to practice working on Chemical
Equilibrium related questions anywhere and anytime, even without being accompanied by the teacher.

An interview with one lecturer basic chemistry courses obtained information that the chemistry learning that occurs in this class still uses conventional methods and sometimes uses discussion methods. The media used by the lecturer is power point, videos from the internet, and books.

Innovation is needed to realize the hope of improving learning outcomes in the teaching and learning process. One solution to overcome these problems is by developing learning media, namely mobile learning. The existence of renewal is to develop learning media that is interesting, feasible and effective by combining between Android-based worksheet and inside it contains chemical material. Learning media in the form of worksheet that are educational on mobile phone (android) is effective as a learning medium that can help students’ understanding so that it can improve learning outcomes. Another advantage is the active participation of students to learn [7] [8].

The benefit of mobile are: 1. Relatively inexpensive opportunities, as the cost of mobile devices are significantly less than PCs and laptops 2. Multimedia content delivery and creation options 3. Continuous and situated learning support 4. Decrease in training costs 5. Potentially a more rewarding learning experience 6. Improving levels of literacy, numeracy and participation in education amongst young adults [9].

II. METHOD

The research was conducted on April 2019. The population in this study were college student S-1 of semester II of chemistry education study program taking elementary chemistry courses even semester 2018/2019 at State University of Medan. The samples were class X A 1 and X D where both of classes were elected using technique of purposive sampling. 25 students of class X A were taught using power-point media, and 25 students of class X D using mobile learning media which is had been developed (Experiment II). It was research development with a model of ADDIE (Analysis, Design, Development, Implementation and Evaluation). These steps include: (1) Analysis (analyzing the need for new development, analyzing the feasibility and requirements of developing new media), (2) Design (designing and preparing initial product or product design), (3) Development (realizing product design ), (4) Implementation (use of new learning media that has been developed in real situations in the classroom), (5) Evaluation (measuring the final competence of instructional media). The research instruments used to collect data are questionnaires and objective tests. Stages of development of learning media chemistry by using Easy Sketch is illustrated in Figure 1.

A. Research Instrument

The research used methods by test and non-test as instrument. Non-test instrument that have been used was SNPT questionnaire integrated with mobile learning media. While the test instrument was multiple choice questions which consisted of 25 questions concerned about chemical equilibrium, and it was validated before it used. Questions test were arranged in accordance with Bloom Taxonomy. Data were completely collected after the answer sheets have been assessed and scored.

B. Data Analysis

There are several steps for data analysis of this study: (1) tabulating the data obtained from N-gain for students’ pretest of class of experiment I and experiment II; (2) tabulating the data gained from N-gain post-test for class of experiment I and experiment II; (3) testing for data normality; (4) testing the data homogeneity; and (5) testing the hypothesis using independent sample T-test with program SPSS 21 for Windows by significant value of 0.05 where Ha will be accepted and H0 will be rejected if $-t_{count} < -t_{table}$ or $t_{count} > t_{table}$ for receiving alternative hypothesis [10].

Fig. 1. Research design
III. RESULT

This study aims to develop an integrated mobile learning media model of problem-based learning in basic chemistry learning to improve student learning outcomes and student motivation. This learning media was developed using model of ADDIE. It has 5 stages, namely analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation.

A. Students’ Achievement

Based on student learning outcomes data obtained in the study and after the tabulated data obtained the average and standard deviations from the pretest and posttest data both from the experiment I class and experiment I like table I:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Average value</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td>Post-test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-test</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment I</td>
<td>46.08</td>
<td>85.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment II</td>
<td>52.16</td>
<td>81.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>9,74</td>
<td>8,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-test</td>
<td>8,45</td>
<td>8,50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Improved Students’ Achievement

Improved student learning outcomes (student N-gain) can be seen from the difference in the average value of pre-test and posttest. The average results of the pretest and posttest values in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classes</th>
<th>% Gain</th>
<th>Difference in Gain</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experiment I</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment II</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td></td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the table it can be concluded that the increase in learning outcomes in Experiments I group is greater than the increase in learning outcomes in Experiment II group.

Based on the picture above, it can be concluded that the percent increase in learning outcomes of experimental chemistry II that uses the integrated Power Point media problem based learning model is 63% lower than that of the experimental class I which implements an integrated mobile learning media PBL model that is 74%.

C. Hypothesis Test

From the distribution table of pre-test and post-test learning outcomes both samples are normally distributed and homogeneous data, then hypothesis test is performed. This test was proposed to observe the successfulness of media in chemistry learning developed to enhance students’ achievement as their conceptual skills examined using independent sample T-test. The result will be presented in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Sig. (2-tailed)</th>
<th>α</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>There is a difference in the increase in student learning outcomes that are taught using mobile learning media with PowerPoint media integrated PBL learning models on chemical equilibrium learning.</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>Ha accepted</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on table 3 the hypothesis test criteria are met, meaning that Ha is accepted it can be concluded that there is a difference in the increase in student learning outcomes that are taught using mobile learning media with PowerPoint media integrated PBL learning models on chemical equilibrium learning.

VI. DISCUSSIONS

The product produced from this developing research is an application android. It is created and designed by the researchers, with the aim of being used as a tool for teachers to transfer the lesson materials and also as a source of independent learning which can be used by students outside of school at any time.

Wireless and mobile technology development has grown rapidly in recent years [11][12]. This technology is becoming more and more sophisticated, but at a cheaper price. The use of a smartphone as a mobile learning tool in schools has become controversial among teachers. On one hand, some teachers disagree because it would interfere the learning process in the classroom; on the other hand, some teachers saw a lot of potential that needs to be used in learning [13][14][15]. But, todays educators realize that the digital mobile technology has provided new opportunities for the availability of new and different forms of learning; including the relationship between teachers, learners and learning objects [16]. Given the current technological developments...
and the latest results of research on learning motivation, appreciation toward media facilitated learning and learning resources varied [15][17]. Learning is much easier and diverse. The use of mobile instruments are proven to encourage student motivation and to support their own learning activities [11][14].

Increased of the conceptual skills of N-gain students using this mobile learning media is also supported by research presented by Muqarobin [19], the average percentage of responses to student learning achievement is 0.95%. Based on this data it can be concluded that (1) the Android-based physics e-book learning media is declared fit for use, (2) there is significant difference in learning achievement between a class using the said learning media and a class using the learning media usually used at school, (3) there is no significant difference in learners’ response to the learning ease that they get when using the Android-based physics e-book learning media compared to that when using the learning media from the school, and (4) learning ease does not fully influence learners’ learning achievement.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on data analysis and discussion of the results of the research conducted, the conclusions can be drawn as follows:
1. The developed mobile learning media has a very feasible category so it is suitable for use in chemistry learning.
2. There is a difference in the increase in student learning outcomes (N-gain) of topic of chemical equilibrium using mobile learning media which has been developed with Power Point media obtained
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